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owhunters give more attention to their sights than any
other accessory item, save for
the broadhead. The sight pin is the
only thing that the bowhunter controls in his sight picture when a big
buck or bull finally offers a hard-won
shot. For that reason alone, it gets
more than passing notice. But when
you also consider how important the
quality of the sight picture is to the
bowhunter’s ability to aim successfully, it is little wonder that there are
so many different kinds of sights on
the market and that experimenting
with them is near to the hearts of so
many bowhunters.
Pin visibility is one of the most
fundamental responsibilities of a
bow sight, and it has become the
main thing separating one sight
from another. Rather than debate
the wisdom of placing so much value
on only one aspect of a bow sight
purchasing decision, I’m just going
to dig into the subject of pin visibility and trust that you are well qualified to sort out the issues of durability, number of pins, pin style, moveable versus fixed heads versus pendulums…

THE BACKGROUND OF
SPOOLED FIBER SIGHTS
Spooled fiber pins of all makes
and styles are brighter than any
other non-electronic sight option.
For that reason, and maybe because
the colorful spooled fibers add shelf
appeal, bowhunters seem to be
flocking to them in droves. It’s too
soon to say whether this is a temporary shift in consumer appetites or
these styles will dominate the market for years but here’s how this sight
style came into existence.
“If you look at the ends of a fivefoot piece of straight raw fiber, the
light is so bright that it almost hurts
your eyes,” Bahram Khoshnood, of
Impact Archery told me. Bahram
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Impact Archery’s new FiberTech encapsulates the individual foot-long fibers within
clear housings. A sturdy clear guard adds
additional protection, and helps the
Georgia firm justify a 5-year pin warranty.

was the first to market a fiber optic
sight with the fibers wrapped around
the pin guard to enhance their
length without sacrificing protection. “I was handling raw fibers one
day in late 2001 when the inspiration
hit me. The very brightest possible
fibers are straight, but packaging
several feet of straight fiber in a bow
sight is impossible, so I began experimenting by wrapping the fiber
around a clear housing and then
inserting one of the free ends into
the sight pin.”
Immediately, Bahram knew he
was onto something because the single pin was brighter than anything
he had ever seen on a non-electronic hunting sight. He called that first
sight the Cosmic. It was a single-pin
sight and bowhunters loved it. It hit
the market at the 2002 Archery Trade
Show.
Bahram also introduced a threepin version of the spooled fiber sight
called the Collector and it became
even more popular because most
bowhunters use multiple pins. Each

of the fibers on the Collector was two
feet long. Bahram’s creative use of
fiber optic filaments started a new
trend in sight evolution.

HOW MUCH IS ENOUGH
The Trophy Taker Top Pin sight
has the longest fiber of any sight that
I was able to find on the market more than 50 inches of wrapped filament. Other companies use as little
as 8 inches. The question that begs
to be answered is this: how much
fiber is enough?
The answer depends on what
your customer is trying to accomplish.
For example, some
bowhunters are more than satisfied
with just 6 to 8 inches of wrapped
fiber as is typical of the Trophy Ridge
sights like their new Rhino. The aiming point may not blister your eye
during the middle of the day, but it is
still visible 30 minutes after sunset
even on overcast days. Other sights
feature 20 to 30 inches to increase
brightness slightly. Finally, there are
the sights with fiber by the yard, such
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by Bill Winke
as the Trophy Taker already mentioned.
The amount of fiber a
bowhunter needs has more to do
with his goals and his specific hunting situation than the capabilities of
the sights themselves. For example, I
have done just fine for years using
fiber pins that wrap around the pin
shaft but are only a couple of inches
long. They are not spooled. They
have proven bright enough in all but
the most demanding low light situations. However, I am still in my early
40s and have good eyesight. As my
eyes start to fail with age, I will no
doubt be looking for brighter and
brighter pins. I can see the changes
coming already.
In looking for a more objective
test, I asked Bahram Khoshnood
what his experience has been, knowing that he has no doubt tested every
possible length. Bahram has concluded that anything over two feet
(when wrapped around the pin
guard) produces almost no improvement in visibility in low light. Up to
two feet, the pin gets a small bit
brighter with each inch added, but
past two feet it is very hard to notice
a difference.
Another thing to consider when

evaluating pin brightness is the
diameter of the bends. Bahram
Khoshnood told me that the brightest fibers are straight. When you
bend them, you give the light a place
to escape. The sharper you bend
them, the more light escapes. This is
something that Mike Ellig at
Montana Black Gold has been
preaching for almost three years,
ever since the introduction of his
StraightAway pins on the Dusk Devil
(now the Dusk Devil 2). In other
words, two inches of straight fiber is
brighter than a piece that is two
times longer but makes a 90-degree
bend just as soon as it leaves the
head of the pin.

TOO BRIGHT?
One school of thought suggests
that pins can be too bright, to the
point that they blind the view of the
target beyond or even cause the
archer’s pupils to narrow and thereby actually darken the view of the
scene beyond the pin. While this
was definitely a problem in the days
of the bright electronic sights, it is
less a factor today with the fiber
optic pins simply because the pins
automatically tone down as the light
wanes. They aren’t overpowering
during low light as some contend. At
least they aren’t overpowering to my
eye.

Many sight manufacturers have added
ultra-bright sights using spooled fiber
optics in the past two years. This 2005
Foxfire SP from Carolina Archery Products
wraps about 7 inches of fiber around the
pin guard to feed light to a durable single
vertical pin. Once this sight is mounted to
the bow, no tools are needed to sight it in.
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I spoke with a friend named Jim
Hill who has bowhunted with a
number of different styles of spooled
fiber pins ever since they hit the
market. Jim pays close attention to
his equipment and hunts about 60 to
75 days each fall. I figured that if
anyone has had a problem with a
spooled pin being too bright, it is
probably Jim. Jim stated that he has
never felt that his pins were too
bright in low light, even though he
has used some of the brightest on
the market. It should also be noted,
for the record, that Jim is in his mid50s.
Interestingly, Jim stated that his
biggest problem occurs in full light
when the pins are so bright they
actually create a halo that partially
obscures the target. He uses a rubber band that goes around the sight
head to cover the coiled fibers during the middle of the day and then
he removes the band as the light
fades.

out of the sight
body and loops
up to the pin
head. If you press
on it here and the
fiber is brittle, it
immediately
snaps. That’s bad
news for hunters.
I have the
opportunity to
test many sights
during the year
whether by hunting or when setting them up on
the bows my
photo
models
Montana Black Gold wraps its fiber optics
carry
around. between plastic plates at the top of the Skylight,
Some sights are then routes them through a shroud to the four pins
so feeble that
they won’t even hold up to the minor ing with more flexible fibers that
rigors of modeling!
don’t break easily. Dan said that a
If you choose to carry these number of companies are experisights in your line (you can test them menting with these and he said you
easily simply by pushing on them) can even tie the fibers into a knot
you may as well stock a good supply without breaking them. These will
of aftermarket replacement pins be a great blessing to bowhunters
PINS CAN FAIL
One of my pet peeves in the because you will be replacing a lot of and should prevent the kind of failure that makes me see red.
archery equipment arena is fiber pins for your customers.
While
talking
with
Dan
Evans,
at
optic filaments that are brittle and
break easily. I would (and do) give Trophy Taker, I learned something
WHERE TO FIND
up some brightness for durability. about new fibers soon to hit the marSPOOLED FIBER SIGHTS
Some sight companies don’t support ket. In conjunction with his Top Pin
Impact Archery can be reached
their fiber very well where it comes sight product line he is experiment- at (770) 521-9173, on the web at
www.impactarchery.com
Impact’s most popular current
model is the Hammerhead. There
are two sights in this line, a three-pin
and a five-pin sight. The fibers are
contained inside metal tubes after
they leave the spool so they are very
durable. There is no exposed fiber,
whatsoever.
To my knowledge,
Impact is the only company currently running their fiber optics through
metal tubes. Timberline did this
back in the mid-90’s one of their
sights, but I have not seen that on
the market for a few years. The
spools (with their corresponding
pin) are replaceable inside the collection chamber so you can stack
them in any color combination you
desire.
The Fiber Tech is a more economical version of the Hammerhead
with its molded polycarbonate sight
%DOOLVWLF$UFKHU\,QF32%R[5RVHPRQW1-ZZZVWHHOIRUFHFRP
head. It features the same high visi-
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Not visible from this angle are the twin front spools that
feed light to the Galaxy, a new-for-2005 model from Vital
Bow Gear. The top fiber is a .029 diameter for close-in, lowlight shooting. The other three pins have finer .019 diameter fiber optic pins fed from the same spool.

bility spooled fiber sights, but the
external portions of the fibers are
contained in clear polycarbonate
instead of metal tubing.
Montana Black Gold: (406) 5861117, www.blackgoldsights.com
As I already mentioned,
Montana Black Gold makes the Dusk
Devil 2 with its StraightAway straight
fiber optic pins. The fibers are held
at the end of a thin paddle-shaped
plastic pin.
The Skylight is the first spooled
fiber pin from Montana Black Gold.
The spools of this new sight are
attached to the top of the sight body
where they are unlikely to break even
with hard hunting and where they
can gather light easily. They point to
the sky, thus the name Skylight. The
four-pin sight is machined from alu-

minum and the pins fully contain
and protect the .030-inch diameter
fibers. The sight has a built-in level.

light fades, the glow strip kicks in a
little light to help keep the pins
bright.
In the other style, the fiber is
coiled on spools that attach at the
back of the sight body. Typical of this
style is the new Galaxy with larger
diameter fiber (.029”) on the top pin
and smaller diameter on the other
three (.019”).
The new Camel Back Pendulum
from Vital Bow Gear features three
feet of wrapped fiber over the
patented glow in the dark tape to
produce a very bright single green
aiming point. An inner sight frame
pivots within an outer, protective
frame to compensate for shot distance. You can also lock the sight to
keep it from swiveling. Pendulum
sights permit bowhunters to aim
dead-on from a tree stand for all distances from 5 to roughly 30 yards
without the need to estimate distance.

Vital Bow Gear: (208) 232-5764,
Carolina Archery Products:
www.vitalbowgear.com
245-1400,
www.caroliVital Bow Gear makes spooled (919)
fiber sights in two different styles. naarcheryprod.com
With one style,
the fiber wraps
around
the
sight pin guard.
In this configuration,
Vital
Bow Gear offers
several models
with a unique
glow in the dark
tape underlying
some or all of
Less fuzz, total stability, smaller diameter (1/2 size of 450 Plus)
the
wrapped
fibers. As the
Low creep, high durability, smaller diameter Dyneema
No creep, good arrow speed, highest strength
Rugged, low creep, very durable
Strong, low creep and stretch,
extra light smooth wax
No matter what characteristics
you’re looking for in a bowstring
material, BCY has a product
suited to your needs.

Vital Bow Gear also wraps fiber optic around the pin guard on
several models, though on this Camel Back Pendulum it’s the
round swing that carries the yard of .029 fiber over the patented glow-in-the-dark tape.

607 Middle Street
See our website
Middletown, CT 06457
for our full range of
U.S.A.
bowstring and serving
Phone 860-632-7115
materials, or contact
Fax 860-632-5775
us for a catalog.
e-mail: bcyray@msn.com • www.bcyfibers.com
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You probably know Carolina
Archery Products best as the makers
of the phenomenally popular
Whisker Biscuit rests. For 2005, owners Ike Branthwaite and Steve Graf
are also making sights. Their Foxfire
series includes two very compact,
very lightweight sights that you can
adjust without any tools. One is a
single pin sight while the other has
three pins. I have tested them and
they have a very clever adjustment
system (even for the individual pins).
Everything locks down amazingly
solid with only finger tension.
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Trophy Ridge’s Rhino is new this year, a 5-pin sight that
wraps the fibers partway around the round pin guard.
The sight micro adjusts for windage and elevation.

The Sidewinder Radiant from
Cobra has wrapped fiber optics
encased in a housing that’s topped
by an UV light source. The manufacturer specifically recommends it
for shooting from darkened blinds.

The single pin sight is called the
Carolina Foxfire SP, presumably for
Single Pin. It is extremely lightweight and compact with a pin
guard having a diameter of just 1 3/4
inches. A single coil of fiber (about 7
inches) goes around the pin guard
and is well supported in the sight
head for good durability.
Trophy Ridge: (406) 388-7781,
www.trophyridge.com
Trophy Ridge makes vertical pin
sights. In the past, the pins have
always come up from the bottom of
the round guard, but this year they
are offering the new Rhino with four
pins that come down from the top
and one that comes up from the bottom. The top four pins are individually adjustable. This arrangement
provides the maximum field of view
while aiming with the long-range
pins. The Rhino is very rugged with
all-aluminum machined construction.
Trophy Ridge routes the fibers
around the pin guard, but they do
not make a complete circuit, reaching only 3/4 of the way around the
body. Each pin is protected inside a
clear plastic tube over this entire 7inch length.
Cobra Archery: (800) 352-6272,
www.cobraarchery.com
Cobra was one of the first companies to manufacture spooled fiber
sights two years after Impact introduced the concept. This year, they
have become the first to add an
external light source to their spooled
sights to increase their flexibility.
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The UV light source lights all three
pins of the Sidewinder Radiant. The
fibers are more than 2 feet long. You
can stock additional pins to add to
the sight for bowhunters who prefer
more than three pins. The new sight
is ideal for hunters who sometimes
find themselves in ground blinds
where ambient light is nearly nonexistent.
It is worth noting that in a darkened ground blind, spooled fiber
optic pins are not nearly bright
enough on their own for most shooting applications, primarily because
the outside of the blind is brighter
than the inside.
Toxonics:
(636)
639-8502,
www.toxonics.com
This is the first year that
Toxonics has carried sights with
spooled fibers and Scott Slates completely revamped the line to make
sure the transition was successful.
The spool of the K9 series of sights is
located in the dovetail adjustment
bracket where aluminum surrounds
it on two sides for protection.
Toxonics has also encased the
spooled fibers in clear plastic.

The K9 Five has five .029” diameter fiber pins and a reversible extension bar that you can flip to fit the
sight window of every bow. The K9
Three has three pins. Both are
rugged sights for bowhunters.
Trophy Taker: (406) 826-0600,
www.trophytaker.com
As I mentioned in the body of
the article, Dan Evans is now making
sights. His Top Pin is a bit of a work
in progress. I expect to
see some really neat
stuff from Dan in the
years to come. However,
the sight he is offering
right now is no slouch
either.
The 4 Pin features
two vertical pins (one
coming in from the top
and one coming in from
the bottom) and two
horizontal pins. Only
the top pin is lit with
spooled fiber - more
than 50 inches of it that is wrapped around
the sight body. The 7
Pin is the newest sight

from Trophy Taker and it, not surprisingly, features 7 pins. Again, just
the top pin is lit with spooled fibers.
Fuse: (801) 363-2990, www.fusearchery.com
As I’m sure you know by now,
Hoyt makes Fuse sights so you can
count on the same level of dealer
support you have always enjoyed
from Hoyt. This is a dealer only line,
giving you one more reason to like

The new K-9 sight
series from Toxonics
includes 3 and 5 pin
models in three
styles: standard,
with tool-less
adjustments and
with magnifying
lens. The K9-Three
Mag is shown
above. At right, the
same spooled fiber
optics feed the horizontal pins of this
Crossbreed.
Circle 118 on Response Card
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them. With the buzz these sights
have been creating, bowhunters
have one more reason to come to
your shop rather than simply ordering from a big mail order house.
I had the chance to test the new
Buckhorn sight recently. It has a
machined outline of a nice 10-point
buck on the mounting plate and five
elastic ShockRods around the
perimeter of the round sight head.
The ShockRods soak up vibration.
When you order the sight, you can
choose between spooled fiber and
standard pins, but it comes standard
with a bubble level. It’s a cool, very
functional sight that I think will
inspire your customers.
Truglo:
(972)
774-0300,
www.truglo.com
If anyone understands fiber
optic filaments for archery sights it is
Truglo. Truglo was the first company
to bring this technology to the
archery market in the mid-90s. You
may remember it. Their first product
certainly lacked in sophistication,
but it more than made up for it in
utility. Everyone realized immediately that fiber optics were the way to
go.
Their product line continues to
evolve and improve each year. The
latest sights fall into the Tru-Site
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A Tru-Site Xtreme Micro Adjust
from Truglo is also tool-less,
thanks to the fingertip knobs.
The Pro Series Model lacks the
micro-adjust feature, and the standard requires an allen wrench to change windage or
elevation. All three wrap the fiber optics around the sculptured pin guard, and can be
ordered with an optional green Tritium Fiber Optic pin that glows 24 hours a day.

series. These sights feature a very
streamlined design with a round pin
guard and five spooled fiber optic
pins. The fiber wraps around the
aluminum pin guard to gather the
maximum amount of light. The
glow-in-the-dark ring around the
sight body makes alignment easier
inside the peep sight in low light and
also illuminates the sight's distinctive red level.

Alternatives to
Spooled Fiber Sights

There are alternatives to the
spooled fiber pins worth stocking.
Of
course,
there are the
standard fiber
optic pins that
we have used
in
various
forms since
the mid-90’s.
Their advantage is their
durability and
s i m p l i c i t y.
Their disadvantage is the
fact that they
aren’t as bright
as
spooled
fiber, particularly under the
store
lights
Believing spooled or electrically lit fiber optic pins could be so bright where
your
they can keep you from making out the game you want to shoot,
customer typiSavage Systems founder Huey Savage developed a FiberGlo pin that
cally is comgently glows with the aid of a powder that’s molded within the flag
paring them.
style pin. It’s shown here on the metal-bodied Pendulum Max.
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One pin that would be a great
aftermarket piece for you to carry is
the TFO (Tritium/Fiber Optic) pin
from TruGlo. One of the drawbacks
of standard tritium pins is the size of
the head required to hold enough
tritium for low light visibility. TruGlo
overcame this problem by housing
the tritium away from the pinhead
and using it merely to light the opposite end of a fiber optic filament. The
pin brightness diminishes as light
fades until at full dark the only thing
powering the fiber is the gentle glow
from the tritium.
Savage Systems had tried to offer
its own version of a tritium powered
pin called the Night Hawk, but was
never able to make its way through
the mass of government regulations
that surround anything that involves
radioactivity. However, Savage does
make a FiberGlo pin that offers an
interesting alternative. This bladestyle pin is molded with a powder
that collects UV light rays from daylight or any lamp or flashlight. As
natural light fades, it gives off a gentle glow that’s visible even in total
darkness.
Extreme Archery Products offers
a pair of innovative electronic lights
that screw into the tops of the company’s fiber optic sights. The Blue
Flame and Purple Haze lights are
blue and purple respectively and
they light the pins while remaining
nearly invisible to deer. Even without these lights, the long Fire Light
XL pins offer good brightness when
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you stock the Recon or Sniper models from Extreme Archery Products.

Copper John’s Experience
We set out to focus in this story
on the brightest sights on the market, a segment many manufacturers
are concentrating on now. But if you
concentrate your inventory heavily
in that direction, you may be missing
the type of product a lot of hunters
still want: conventional fiber optic
sights where the fibers are “only”
about as long as the pin that supports them.
Copper John’s Dead Nut sights
typify this style, in fact the New York
firm can be said to have set the style.
When it introduced sturdy all-metal
sights with a round pin guard and
bright orange alignment ring at the
1999 ATA Show, a lot of other manufacturers began developing similar
models. So we called Copper John
President Doug Springer to see if he
and brother Eric were busy developing their own versions of a spooled
fiber optic sight.
“You won’t be seeing a spooled
sight from Copper John,” Doug
Springer said. “There’s not much
point in doing that, particularly
when you risk being labeled a
‘research and copy’ firm.”
When a popular product is imitated, it usually benefits the originator for a period of years, Springer
said, which is one reason Copper
John has enjoyed such strong growth
for the Dead Nuts sight series.

Fire Lite XL pins on the Recon (shown) and Sniper sights from
Extreme Archery Products have more than twice the exposed fiber as the short pins
used on the company’s economical Eclipse sight series.

Besides, he and Eric don’t see that
spooled fiber optic sights really benefit the end user. “Their appeal is primarily shelf appeal. They look great
on the dealer’s wall. But their fibers
are often lit so brightly you get a halo
effect, so that when you’re hunting
you can’t see the target beyond the
pin.”
Springer said the sight light that
Copper John introduced at the
request of its dealers is a better alternative for situations like an early
morning hunt, where your low light
vision may still be affected by the
headlights or the house lights you’ve
been staring at. During evening
hunts, by the time a spooled fiber
optic pin would be an advantage,
Springer said it’s probably time for
the hunter to head home because it’s
past legal shooting hours.
Springer also wonders how customers handle replacing fibers on a

spooled fiber optic sight. “We sell
replacement fibers for our pins, and
all you need to put them in is a
lighter and a scissors. With these
spooled fiber optic sights you’re
going to need some tools, a lighter,
and a hell of a lot of patience, and
even then you may not get them
installed correctly.”
While some of the company’s
dealers and some of its sales reps
continue to ask for spooled fiber
optic models, they’re doing a great
job selling existing models. Even
without the addition of the compact,
less costly Little John, Springer said
Copper John’s hunting sight sales
have grown substantially again this
year. On top of that, the Dead Nuts
Hunting Sight has won the
Bowhunting World Reader’s Choice
award the past two years. Copper
John is always looking for ways to
improve its products for the future,
but for now it looks
like a whole lot of
bowhunters
like
what it’s building in
the U.S. today.
The continued
popularity of nonspooled sights like
Copper John’s is a
good thing to keep
in mind when
you’re
deciding
how many styles of
ultra-bright hunting sights you need
to offer.

The three pin version of the Dead Nuts Hunter sight from Copper John is part of a
series that includes five pin and “Pro” models. Dead Nuts is an old machinists’ term
that mean “right on” or “perfect.” Reach Copper John at (315) 258-9269.
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